RELATIVITY IS A POWERFUL TOOL – BUT WHAT IF WE COULD MAKE IT EVEN BETTER?

SPEED UP YOUR WORKFLOW
PINPOINT RELEVANCY DOWN TO A SINGLE SENTENCE OR WORD.

HIGHLIGHT, MARK, COMMENT
ENRICH PRODUCTIONS
REDUCE COSTS AND TIME.

BRING THE KEY INFORMATION OF YOUR INVESTIGATION TO LIGHT.
HOW IT WORKS

You can view annotations (globally or per-document) in a list, instead of manually going through every page in a physical production to see highlights and read comments. Via this list you can jump directly to the selected highlight and comment within the document viewer. You can now find that single key sentence in a 300-page document with just one click.

Illuminate changes the way your team produces documents, to decrease time spent on post-production review and on locating key information. You can now produce just the relevant pages within documents, by only producing pages with highlights, in a streamlined production. You can also embed highlights and comments directly within the produced documents, or produce these details as cover sheets, leaving the original document in its pristine original form. This provides richer detail and context down to a single sentence, instead of having document wide comments that can be difficult to reference.